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Abstract (en)
The present invention, in general, relates to a lock (80) suitable for use with a button mechanism (110) and a strike assembly (40), comprising
a body (87), a spring-loaded latch housing (95) disposed in the body (87), and a latch (90) associated with the latch housing (95), which is, in
use, suitable to be received in a lock strike assembly (40), a bolt (91) suitable to be engaged into a corresponding bolt hole (79) in the lock strike
assembly (40), a spring-loaded bolt housing (97) in which the bolt (91) is guided and which is configured to be movable, and a cover (85) having
a plurality of slots thereon. Said lock (80) comprises a sliding member (93) which is disposed movably in the lock body (87) and which is suitable
to be moved by a triggering member (120) extending, at least partly, from the outside of the lock (87) into the inside thereof; and an actuating
member (88) which is associated with the sliding member (93) and which transfers the motion from the sliding member (93) to the bolt housing
(97) with which it is associated. Said bolt (91) is configured to compress a bolt spring (99) and push it outside the body (87) upon the actuation of
the actuating member (88) and the sliding member (93) is configured to retract the bolt (91) into the body (87) once the triggering member (120) is
withdrawn.
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